SELENIA ABARTH 5W40 Cod. 1390

DESCRIPTION
Fully synthetic lubricant formulated for high-performance engines fitted with MultiAir System. Its high cleansing and dispersing power improved running cold and extreme viscosimetric stability enable the highest levels of performance and protection throughout the interval between changes. The Abarth relationship is a testimony to the supremacy of Selenia products.

CHARACTERISTICS
Selenia Abarth 5W-40 is the fully synthetic lubricants for engines fitted with MultiAir system. It is able of meeting the higher performance requirements of the engine.

- It ensures high stability at high temperatures
- Specific Pour point
- Excellent wear protection for engines with high power performance
- High friction reduction among mechanical components
- Greater engine performance

ADVICE ON USE
As per OEM owner manual

RECOMMENDED BY
Abarth

TECHNICAL DATA
APPROVAL ABARTH N°0102.